
PERSONAL STATEMENT FOR APPLICATION MEDICINE

Below is a personal statement from a recent applicant for A Medicine at Oxford. This statement is however a good
example for an Oxford application.

I want to be a medic because my passion and aptitude is foremost scientific and to me 5 or 6 years more of
formal education followed by a lifetime of further learning sounds like a stimulating career option and,
thankfully, a far cry from the monotony some jobs pose. Some medical schools also provide information on
what they expect within your personal statementâ€¦ use these treasured resources!. As we worked together, I
noticed that her frustration stemmed from how intimidated she was by problems. Working in retail for
example, requires you to be patient with difficult customers, but also tend to their needs. Med School
Applications Useful Resources. Incorporate this feedback and repeat the fifth step. Shadowing physicians
further taught me that medicine not only fuels my curiosity; it also challenges my problem solving skills.
Giving an example instead of stating you are empathetic, demonstrates this skill far better! You won't prove
that you have the motivation for medicine by simply saying that you do: it is what you have done to inform
yourself about the career - and the views that you have formed - that will convince us that you really know
what being a doctor is like and that this is what you want to do. Writing a statement along these lines would
provide a good foundation for a competitive applicant and offers lots of material that can be discussed at an
interview. Your medicine personal statement structure is, of course, a matter of personal preference. How to
Write a Personal Statement for Medical School Follow these personal statement tips to help the admissions
committee better understand you as a candidate. They admit that working in a nursing home is not glamorous
but explain how rewarding it has been. How should I structure my Personal Statement? Or go to residency
personal statement examples. This statement is however a good example for an Oxford application because it
helps us see that the applicant is attempting to match our selection criteria. In my role as an emergency medic
with an event ambulance company, I have learned much about the skills required for the treatment of a patient.
The description of the placements here isn't over-exaggerated, and the applicant takes care to explain what
they have seen and done and the insight each opportunity afforded them. Don't overdo it. Personal Skills Team
work! Although the bulk of a personal statement should be academic-related, it is important to show a life
outside of studying. It is apparent that becoming a medic will involve inherent sacrifice. My questions never
stopped. Lastest posts:. I believe I have honed these skills and gained invaluable experience of the
eccentricities of the general public myself in my job as a salesperson. Or how to give the perfect Oxbridge
practice interview? Bear in mind, there will be experiences demonstrating several of these skills at once! My
shadowing experiences in particular have stimulated my curiosity and desire to learn more about the world
around me.


